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ABSTRACT
The Liber T Token cryptocurrency membership was created as a visionary “use case platform” to
support We Are Change a global / national movement. This visionary platform / network promotes and
supports real change, as our world of information moves at speeds unknown since time immemorial. Our
unique proprietary network was established for the benevolence of humanity as a whole, a landscape
woven by peoples seeking change through a new digital loom of value transfer and trust, using:
a.

Our proprietary phone app “network hub” to co-ordinate our multi-diverse users and
membership in encrypted T Social network.

b.

Using the Bitcoin “use case”model to expand usage, allowing members and users to trade
barter and eventually exchange token values

c.

Working with our Hedgetrade strategic partners to establish our marketcap strategy to ensure the
Liber T token Inc. and defined ROI upside.

Yes, crypto currencies and smart contracts, blockchains and tangles, bitcoins and altcoins, have
unwittingly become the daily news flavors of mega news outlets and algorithmic search engines powered
by computers the size of towns, while self-respecting National identities, have been re establishing
themselves as proud citizens awaken to uncensored freedom and pure liberty = evolution.

There is a strong correlation between new awareness and the cryptocurrency model; in a future free of
federal body financial and regulatory misconduct and censor-ship tactics; this new freedom is represented
clearly in the We Are Change model / movement;
•

We Are Change is the foundation of golden bricks for a future that allows true freedom of thought,
where the sovereign mindset has a clear uncensored voice as citizens of Gaia.

Liber T token is a membership fundraising instrument and a donation platform for two separate entities,
the New Federation of Canada (NFP), with the political party mandate to run political campaigns in
federal electoral jurisdictions to promote decentralized government, and the non - profit Eternal Wellness
Society, (EWS) a ministry established as an educational mind, body and spiritual integrative health and
wellness information hub, supporting the Wellness World News Network (WWNN),
Legal Definition of “LIBER” a book of records (as of deeds)
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INTRODUCTION
The “Liber T token” (LBRT) Is an ERC20 co-op membership fundraising token, an whose “T”
memberships support and fund the ”We Are Change” movement to advance integrality and
spiritual awareness into the governance system and allow “We the People” to be the change we
want to see in the world. The Liber T token is truly the opportunity for the future, for those who wish to
join and invest in their family’s future, through 4 separate entities, and their affiliates
a.

The New Federation Party of Canada (NFP) “We are Change” Canadian political movement,
that will educate and promote a decentralized sovereign CANADA a new peaceful driven
federation within Canada, that is powered by the people, removing the veil of censorship and
secrecy placed on our nation by global interests that historically control the current political
narrative and control most main stream media narratives as well.

b.

The ETERNAL WELLNESS SOCIETY (EWS) is a non-profit, non-denominational ministry that
represents all people as natural spiritual beings with inherent rights to watch over and protect our
family, our environment, our country our Planet and to promote, mind, body and spiritual
awareness values, through music concerts/productions, integrative health and wellness retreats,
information networks and educational vessels that include the WWNN, and the CLRC.
i.

The WELLNESS WORLD NEWS NETWORK (WWNN), is an uncensored
educational multi-media news and online information network

ii.

The COMMON LAW RESOURCE CENTER (CLRC) (coming soon) a website and
information platform representing sovereign rights and information based on
International and National constitutions charters and covenants.

The purchase of a Liber T token membership, will directly support, the ‘We Are Change” movement
for change, an endeavor to achieve a free and true sovereign approach to the future, as well as the added
appeal of membership benefits, and a token exchange for members and supporters.
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WHY SUPPORT the Liber T token

The Liber T token membership, when purchased, benefits the holder in multiple ways:

•

Each Liber T token (membership) unit purchased represents a voice for “we the people”, the
silent majority, with minimum 50% of your initial fundraising token membership proceeds to the
ETERNAL WELLNESS SOCIETY (EWS) to create and expand your voice and our
infrastructure.

•

The (EWS) represents all people equally as natural beings with divine rights to protect our family,
our environment, our country as well to promote, mind, body and spiritual awareness and nurture
society as a whole on issues affecting our inherent rights as a true evolving global society.

•

The (EWS) will also partner with, create and / or promote Liber T token member sponsored
international wellness retreats, that allow education and nurturing of the mind, body and spiritual
aspects of our bodies and a deeper understanding and knowledge of the real world and universe
around us.

•

Liber T Phone app / T Social (see token site) will allow a secured social media access while
working on voting / integration of retreats / concerts / media and so much more

Liber T token

•
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The Liber T token will also fund the non-profit WELLNESS WORLD NEWS NETWORK
(WWNN), an alternative educational information and news service, being created to inform
and counter MSM mainstream medias bias and or censored reporting of critical news and
wellness related topics, that directly affects spiritual inherent freedoms and rights of all
peoples, because, “We Are Change”

•

The (EWS) will also fund the COMMON LAW RESOURCE CENTER (CLRC) that will
collectively assist, support, and protect individual Canadians and their spiritual inherent
Constitutional/Common Law rights from trespass and Government statute overreach.

•

Up to 50% of Each Liber T token membership purchased will be designated to NFP political party
under Elections Canada guidelines, NFA proportionate funds may be distributed to established
provincial party/s that aligns with New Federation Party Canada de-centralized objectives.
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•

Supporting the Liber T token movement will allow a beacon to the world as our children, and
grandchildren once again experience a free and prosperous country with the ability to enjoy the
sovereign rights and freedom our forefathers fought and worked for.

VISION

Our vision of the future represents all people sharing in the vast wealth of our natural resources
and;
•

Where the EWS (non-denominational) ministry shares its mandate globally

•

Where the NFP is the elected party in Canada representing open source accountability

•

Where our inherent spiritual and natural rights and freedoms are protected.

•

Where an uncensored internet and cryptocurrency flourish without undue regulatory overreach.

•

Where Bank of Canada again prints its own currency interest free, with CRA and unfair taxations
statutes replaced or repealed whereby the people keep the wealth that is rightfully theirs.

•

Where the common law established by our forefathers is again the law of the land.

•

Where health and wellness decisions, are made by the Canadians, not government protecting
special interest monopolies.

•

Where we restore the true freedoms and lawful rights of the people without special interest
monopolies / protected by government statute overreach.

•

Where the mind, body and spiritual awareness comes from promoting international community
awareness.

•

Where our token members travel the world to EWS destination retreats, to share mind, body and
spiritual knowledge at various sponsored events and seminars.

Liber T token
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N E W F E D E R A T I O N PARTY of CANADA (NFP)

…..
Will promote the interests of Canadians and all peoples particularly setting a standard with the
aim of regaining and maintaining self-governance and true sovereignty, while promoting international
fair trade and standards that benefit all peoples globally, where people govern, and profit setting an
example using their sovereign resources, to raise families without Government interference, or unfair
taxation, or corporate monopolies. Liber T token members are supported by this powerful new
platform on the international stage, as the New Federation Party will;
•

Decentralize the federal government and give rights back to the People and Provinces

•

Protect cryptocurrency, internet with an internet bill of rights.

•

Establish integrative health and wellness services and information into mainstream health care.

•

Bring back the Bank of Canada and Canadians right to print and control its own currency, interest
free with a gold-backed, unrestricted, national Canadian crypto currency

•

Repeal unlawful monopoly patents that prevent clean air / environmental advancements as well as
cancer cures or treatments.
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THE ETERNAL WELLNESS SOCIETY

“
The ETERNAL WELLNESS SOCIETY (EWS) is a non-profit, non-denominational ministry that represents
all people as sovereign beings and their rights under god to protect the family, our environment, our
country and to promote, mind, body and spiritual awareness values, through integrative health and
wellness retreats and information networks and educational vessels that include the WWNN, and the
CLRC.
Liber T token member retreats, will allow education and nurturing of the mind, body and
spiritual aspects of our bodies and deeper understanding and knowledge of the world around us.
Establishing a powerful non-profit organization will create an unforgettable experience for those
who wish to make a positive change in the world. By merging western and alternative knowledge into an
easy to comprehend blueprint, it will enable more informed choices about overall health and wellness. We
will facilitate removal of out dated misconceptions and misunderstandings that currently encroach upon
the true expanding science of mind, body and spiritual health and wellness.
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We will also promote up-to-date information through our multi-media and new-media information
network, and fund mediums in the arts such as; documentaries, online TV, theatre and music in order to
reach out, inform and educate society, while benefiting our collective, healthy lifestyle and its
sustainability.

WELLNESS WORLD NEWS NE

WORK

.
The Liber T token membership through EWS also supports the WELLNESS WORLD NEWS Network
representing online radio, new media, newspaper, magazine, as well as a Common Law
information/resource center helping all peoples understand their rights.
International, and constitutional laws and covenants protect our spiritual and inherent human rights and
freedoms being eroded currently through expanding censorship. Shrouded power and influence of
globalist propaganda platforms in mainstream news outlets, is disturbing and undermines our inherent

Liber T token
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rights and democratic process, both at home and abroad, and needs to be addressed.
The WWNN is a non-profit, media network funded in part through the EWS ministry with all future
profits from it is infrastructure pooled back into its expanding network. The Mission is to promote
higher awareness to heighten public understanding of the critical mind, body and spiritual wellness
issues that effect our spiritual wellbeing, sovereignty, our families, society and a sustainable global
environment now and in the future, through our global network of traditional news, social and
multi-media information formats, that will ultimately educate, enrich and sustain future
generations with real information.
The WWNN mandate is to share unbiased news as a true educational vessel that promotes uncensored
information through creating:

•

Public web based Television / Radio programing

•

Print Media news

•

Public Internet Media presence

•

Encrypted Private Federated Networks

•

Encrypted communications platforms

•

Public Social Media Platforms

To provide impartial news and information to help Canadians understand and engage with the world around them: the
WWNN on behalf of the EWS non-profit ministry will provide accurate and impartial news, current affairs and factual
information to build people’s better understanding of all mind, body and spiritual topical issues in all parts of Canada and
the wider world, and provide the highest uncensored content standards.
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O U R N E T W O R K H U B / phone app (coming soon)

We have designed a “very cool” proprietary phone app to merge and access our full “T Social”
network at a click of a finger, IMAGINE yourself with full access to an integrated, encrypted and secured
social network with live chats / events / Intel-a-gram / member polling / voting / token exchange, all
while linking our EWS / WWNN / NFP/ CLRC websites to the touch of a finger.

T ACTIVE / T Social /Token Exchange
Yes, our Token holders may also use, exchange or trade their Liber T token for discounts, services, barter
and more all within our phone app
Yes we are the future “WE ARE CHANGE”
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DIVISION of MEMBERSHIP

The fundraising member funds received from the Liber T token membership sales will be divided into
two legally separate entities with a desired 50/50 division of funds, with proportions determined by
Elections Canada funding restrictions.

•

Up to 50% of token membership funds or 100% of these funds will be divided; New Federation
Alberta Party (NFA) 10% and 90% to the New Federation Party of Canada (NFP) with a
mandate to support candidates and the party Charter agenda,
◦ NOTE: (NFA) funds may be optioned to support established provincial parties that support
(NFP) national policies and mandates.

•

50% or more will flow to the non - profit ETERNAL WELLNESS SOCIETY non-profit ministry,
where by 55% of funds received will fund EWS integrative health and sovereign awareness and
educational ministry programs, with 40% of funds received directed to the WELLNESS WORLD
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NEWS NETWORK, and 5% to the Common Law resource center / any changes in the division

of fund allocation is determined by the EWS ministry board of directors.
The “Liber T” Token membership fundraising platform will act as the driving force to establish the
entities below and will divide proceeds accordingly between the NFP /NPA and EWS as follows:
Please Note; the NFA funds may be used to support other provincial parties in alignment with NFP

Liber T Token
100% Proceeds
50 % / 50%

New Federation Party

Eternal Wellness
Society 55%

W.W.N.N. / 40%
Alturnitive Heath Info
News Media
Web Media
Web Radio

Alberta / Canada
10% / 90%

Common Law Resorce
Center
5%

Administration
P.R.
Marketing
Membership

Liber T token
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Please Note;

•

NFP fundraising is compliant with Elections Canada and funds will be distributed as the
above graph indicates, with any changes in allotments or fundraising distribution
determined by the NFP board of directors.

•

EWS fundraising allotments or changes are and will be determined by the EWS board of
directors

S M A R T C O N T R A C T I N G G O V E R N M E N T “The Future”
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Smart contracts can exchange money, property, shares or anything of value in a transparent, trustless
fashion, avoiding the services of a middleman or Government fees and overreach. “On-chain” computer
code or “Smart Contracts” are computer protocols that facilitate, verify, or enforce the performance of a
contract making a physical, contractual clause unnecessary. It is also viable to use a smart contracting
system of deployment to ensure 100% reliable handling of Government budgets or keeping them
accountable in following through on their election promises.
Trustless: a trustless system is one designed so that nobody has to trust anybody else in order for the system to
function. It makes it possible to trust the outputs of a system without trusting any actor within it.

A central component of next-generation blockchain platforms/smart contracts can be coded through
Government agencies and budgets to mandate and protect Canadians and our resources through
automated, secure, encrypted protocols. Smart contracts will force Government to keep election promises
and policy mandates. The NFA/NFP guarantee smart contract governance with the people of Canada.
The technology can also be compared to that of an automated vending machine. With a vending machine,
money is deposited and the desired item drops for collection, provided that the correct amount is
deposited. In comparison, incorporating a smart contract, the Government budget (money) is deposited
into a secure escrow on the blockchain for receipt of a transfer of a token (e.g. a digital certificate of
accounting costs), which is then transferred into a Government’s receiving agencies control on the
condition that the budget mandates are met and over-budget problems have been mitigated or
extinguished.

TOKEN TRANSPARENCY
We believe in financial membership transparency. All capital fundraising with the Liber T token
membership will be verifiable to token member holders by simply logging into the “Members Only”
section of the main Liber T or EWS website. Within this section token holders will be able to observe all
activity including:

•

Current and proposed membership funding amounts allocated to each entity mentioned

•

Capital raised and dispersed through the membership presale and subsequent rounds
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•

Personal membership contributions

•

News and information relating to the donation platform

•

Membership tokens or credits related to the WWNN or the EWS

Once completion of the 108,000,000 Liber T membership tokens are sold / burned and circulated, the
token creation platform will be closed, but other lawful donations to NFP and EWS will and are always
accepted.

INTRODUCTION OF MEMBERSHIP FUNDING

The “per token” subscriber membership will allot a minimum of 50% of its sale value to the Eternal
Wellness Society ministry as a membership purchase / donation and up to 50% as a contribution to the
Federal and Provincial New Federation Parties. The New Federation Party political contribution portion
of the token will be divided and distributed as per Elections Canada (EC) contribution limits and
guidelines. Once an individual party member reaches the token contribution threshold allowed under (EC)
limits, any financial membership contribution in excess of the (EC) threshold will be donated to the nonprofit EWS ministry for distribution as described herein.
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TOKEN VALUE
Liber T member Tokens are sold in one UNIT multiples of (600) Liber T Token equaling one (1) UNIT
Tokens Issuance:

Total membership tokens available:

108,000,000

Founders and team advisors

7,500,000

Incentive token (Over the counter co-op)

26,205,000

Membership purchase incentive bonus tokens

4,295,000

International distribution

70,000,000

ISSUANCE TOKEN
Please note: all silent pre-sale token membership subscriber sales were in (1) one-unit
increments, the initial pre-sale membership round sold out
Currently Liber T tokens are valued @ $0.10 USD per token with (1) one unit equaling (100,000
membership tokens)
Token Available

Rate

Cap

Silent Pre-sale

2,000,000

$

0.05 CAD

$ 100,000 / sold out

Current Value

3,000,000

$

0.10 USD

$ 300,000 USD

100,000

$10,000 USD

$ 300,000 USD

1 Unit

Liber T token
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PRIVATE FUNDING /INVESTMENT SUMMARY

Liber T Token Inc. is an expanding corporate enterprise with a visionary business model that provides an
excellent opportunity and proven ROI model based on our innovative strategy of unifying a global “Use
Case” member network through our own cryptocurrency, proprietary Phone App and our Proof-ofConcept established design / marketing team and consensus engine, this along with a well structured
token distribution network the T Inc. offering is a reliable, visionary and a distinctive network that
powers our own cryptocurrency for end users who will enjoy the expansive nature of our growing
infrastructure and ROI strategy
The Liber T Token cryptocurrency was privately launched July 2018, quickly selling out its silent pre-sale
offering to investors. This allowed its corporate framework to expand building a very unique and tactical
“Use Case” infrastructure to market the Liber T Token, while cross- marketing its global platform to
promote the Liber T Token brand. As of January 1st 2020Liber T token Inc. represents a conservative
valuation of $9,300,000 USD (below), this is represented by a wide selection of infrastructure and asset
creation value within its portfolio composition. Liber T Token Inc. established itself to take the “next
step” in maximizing ROI opportunities while mitigating investor risk.
1. Liber T Token Inc. represents an exciting investor ROI upside based on its’ visionary business
model that is embodied through;
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a. The Liber T Token, an Ethereum based member driven cryptocurrency platform that
utilizes our global “We Are Change” integrative member and public network, while
utilizing a smart contract verification process.
b. The Liber T proprietary phone app, hub seamlessly fuses together our global token
member and user network and connects the “We Are Change” movement within it’s
proprietary real time features.
2. Our Liber T token’s strategic and innovative “Use Case” cross- marketing Liber T token
…………cryptocurrency platform includes;
Liber T phone app;
a. Wellness World News Network,
b. New Federation Party of Canada
c. Eternal Wellness Society as well as other marketing partners coming on board to
utilize the “We Are Change” member driven public platform created

PROOF of CONCEPT
Leveraging our strategic Hedgetrade partners “Proof-of-Concept”, business model to utilize their proven
design, implementation and marketing strategy to advance Liber T Token Inc. to a $300,000,000 plus
token market cap valuation that will represent an estimated 10x to 20x ROI for our Investors with an
increase of Liber T Token Inc. share and token value.
Using the Hedgetrade cryptocurrency “Proof-of-Concept” that has produced verified growth from $0.12
to $2.00 USD over nine months growing into a $750,000,000 USD market cap, while investors received a
20x ROI. Together the Hedgetrade “Proof-of-Concept” marketing model aligned with the Liber T Token
Inc. “Use Case” marketing platform should easily represent a conservative 10 –20 x ROI or more for our
investors and a similar token membership value. (below), this is represented by a wide selection of
infrastructure and asset creation value within its portfolio composition.
Liber T Token Inc. established itself to take the “next step” in maximizing ROI opportunities while
mitigating investor risk.

Liber T token
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ROI
Liber T Token Inc. represents an exciting investor ROI upside based on its’ visionary business model that
is embodied through our global “We Are Change” integrative member and public network, while utilizing
a smart contract verification process while the Liber T proprietary phone app, hub seamlessly fuses
together our global token member “Use Case” and user network and connects the “We Are Change”
movement within it’s proprietary real time features.
Disclaimer: An increase in membership token value may or may not materialize and is in no way a
financial claim or commercial projection of any future membership value. We believe the
international desire to support the Token membership may drive demand and values as increased
token stature manifests but is not guaranteed or in anyway by Liber T token Inc.
Please note:
A.

The EWS board on behalf of members will make decisions to keep up membership value, as

determined by demand and other factors, determined to be in the best interests of Liber T token
holder members.
B.

To comply with Canada election laws international token sales will go 100% to the EWS

USE OF FUNDS
Funds raised during the silent presale round were used solely for the development of the “Liber T token”
brand and subsequent EWS, WWNN, infrastructure networks as represented in this section. The
following distribution of funds is primary through the Liber T token Inc. private offering and may be
subject to change if seen as warranted by Liber T token Inc. directors.
Core Development – 40%
Core development will involve the development of the mandates as described in this document. This
includes the integration of online website protocols, smart contract systems, supporting of Token security
protocols services, end user applications, etc.

Liber T token
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Operational – 25%
This covers the necessary costs incurred for a functional system. This includes hosting and infrastructure
costs, staffing, outsourcing, management, and other related expenses.
Marketing and Sales – 25%
Marketing costs will be used for partnership development and direct membership marketing. Marketing
costs will largely be incurred through branding, direct transactions and promotion.
Legal and Compliance – 10%
There are legal costs associated with privacy protection and various registrations. The legal costs may
vary from region to region.
Silent Presale – Was established to fund startup costs and raise up to $100,000 @ $ 0.05 per token CAD
(sold out) to establish the working Liber T token membership infrastructure and network, to market and
brand the operations represented in this WP and provide start up resources, funding for the various
functions.
CROWDFUNDING / Private share offering
Will be used to establish the federal infrastructure model of the NFP and EWS sovereign ministry
mandate by hiring staff and launching the various brands and foundation needed.
Will allow further growth of the NFP through expanding rallies and information campaigns and
expansion of the EWS sovereign ministry platform including expansion of the WWNN as a uncensored
national / international news source.
To have a candidate funded in all or most of the Alberta and National electoral ridings in the up-coming
provincial and federal elections and to further the mandate the EWS sovereign ministry retreats and
events and WWNN expansion along with promotion of the Common Law Resource and Information
Center with fulltime staffing.
To expand office locations and primary National and International reach, as well as to establish New
Federation Party representation in each of Canada’s ridings.
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National and Global infrastructure expansion, creating a solid infrastructure as represented in this
Whitepaper, and continue to establish partnerships with existing as well as possibly build EWS sovereign
ministry mind, body and spiritual retreats for use by Liber T token member holders
After completion of funding rounds, to promote the movement and expand membership reach, members
may be able to trade their tokens, on a crypto exchange (TBA) with a “possible” creation of a master
node – token. Our goal is to be and stay compliant with all applicable associated rules and regulations.

PURCHASE OF MULTIPLE LIBER T tokens
Our goal is for each supporter or member to purchase a minimum of 600 Liber T token but members can
hold one token if desired / each NFP member donation will receive 200 Liber T token if opted in for
token.

ALLOCATION and SUPPLY
There are 3 ways people can get involved with the Liber T token memberships:
1) Purchase the Liber T token membership(s) directly.
2) Earn membership tokens through (OTC) over the counter services
3) Trade or give Liber T membership tokens to friends, family or current members

REWARD MODELS
Individuals should be rewarded for both contracts completed and time spent providing services, such as
valuable reviews and feedback for the network. Due to the fact that reviews and client feedback can
possess extremely vital information we will utilize this to our benefit.
The Liber T token fundraising beneficiaries, EWS sovereign ministry and its WWNN, CLRC support this
ideal and will actively promote rewards in for services rendered as (Over the Counter) OTC tokens. This
will also be afforded to NFP candidates and canvassers under guidelines of Elections Canada. We believe
people can have different jobs where they dedicate various amounts of their time, so it is only fair to be
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rewarded for each hour of the time given in support. Thus, (Over the Counter) OTC tokens will be
distributed. OTC rewards for work, trade amongst members throughout the campaigns, with planned
integration into all available markets with possible integration into high volume centralized exchanges if
or when it is beneficial to token members.
“In the future, more and more things we do (passive or active) are going to get compensated by a token of some
sort. In the same way today governments are issuing money, in the future companies will be issuing tokens to
marry that value to a function that they have, or a product of their specific offering.” ~ William Mougayar at Ethereal
Summit 2017

TOKEN PURCHASE – PRIVACY
Respecting the privacy of the NFP contributions, all Liber T token membership donations will be kept
under the Elections Canada disclosure limits through the a compliant accounting system”, with Liber T
token member access available at the Liber T token Canada website.
Please Note; Each individual NFP donation will earn 200 Liber T token / these token can be claimed
after proof of donation and creating a cryptocurrency ethereum wallet by the subscriber so token can then
be transferred to their secured wallet by Liber T token staff.
Elections Canada - As of 2017, the maximum yearly contribution limit is $1550 to a given federal
political party, a further $1550 to a party's riding associations, and a further $1550 to a party's leadership
candidates, and $1550 for each independent candidate. Political parties in Canada are only required to
report identities of contributors that have given a total over of $200 to one riding association or the central
organization. With donations of $200 or less, and receipts must then be kept by the individual riding
associations, but Elections Canada has stated it has no jurisdiction to track them. Elections Canada (EC)
has stated it will not track donations of $200 CAD or less because "we do not get the receipts" from the
individual riding associations. Under current regulations, a party's individual riding associations are only
required to report identities of riding contributors with total contributions over $200. Contributions of
$200 or less are allowed to be reported in aggregate with no break-down by contributor required. This
allows cross-checking across a party's ridings associations.

•

Contributions of $20 and under are allowed under (EC) and fully anonymous, as such the Token

Liber T token
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donations will promote this status, at this time all other NFP donations will be made through the
NFA or NFP websites and if desired the subscriber may claim 200 Liber T token
•

(see 1a below)

MEMBERSHIP PURCHASE OPTIONS - Liber T token
The Liber T token EWS membership as represented in this Whitepaper represents a donation to both the NFP and
NFA political parties and to the EWS not for profit education network. After the Liber T token is purchased the
donation will be distributed on behalf of the purchaser to one or both of the beneficiary bodies mentioned above, to
follow the Elections Act guidelines.
1. ANONYMOUS – MEMBERSHIP TOKEN PURCHASE
a. Anonymous Canadian political contributions of up to $20 CAD are allowed, with complete
anonymity, if a token purchaser wishes to purchase more token and remain anonymous with
purchase/donation over $20, then token/purchase donations over $20 will flow directly to the
Eternal Wellness Society. This (option) will be decided by contributor at the time of their purchase.
International member token purchase will not flow to political parties.
2. ACTIVE - MEMBERSHIP TOKEN PURCHASE
a . An represented in the Elections Canada contribution limit guidelines membership can receive
a Tax receipt with donations/token purchases over $20 from the New Federation Party as a
political donation. The Active token purchaser “will be required” to give personal information to
qualify for the Tax Receipt.
3 . INTERNATIONAL - MEMBERSHIP TOKEN PURCHASE
a . Token membership purchase is available internationally, but the purchaser funds will be assigned
directly to the Eternal Wellness Society, due to Elections Canada Restrictions as no international
token membership funds/sales will be afforded to the NFP.
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MARKET DEVELOPMENT STEPS

1. Short-term (6 months: To launch private funding and start-up campaign to generate 1% of the target market
recognition and to cross promote the Liber T WP token agenda to a larger wide ranging audience.
2. Medium-term (1 year): Reaching 13% of the targeted Canadian market through development of the Eternal
Wellness Society and Wellness World News Network and allow the branding / marketing New Federation

Party Platforms under Election Canada guidelines.
3. Long-term (3 years): In the planned marketing rollout period 50 - 75% of the target market share could be
reached. Within the first 3 stages of our development, Liber T token “aims to achieve” a high profile that could
represent millions of Canadians holding EWS membership and participating in our infrastructure. This is our goal
but factors seen and unseen will determine the results and Liber T token has no way of determining final results
other than what is seen at this time moving forward.

TEAM

/ CORE

We at the Liber T token fully believe in bringing in the best talent to make the Liber T token and its mandate
a Canadian and global success story, and we “will” secure the very best like minded talent as we grow, to
achieve our goals in seeking the best management, creative, legal, and political personal as we grow.
A l e x J a c k s o n / Director / Marketing
Starting in early 2012 as an early Bitcoin adopter, Alex has since become one of Canada’s leading
cryptocurrency specialists with years of experience in mining, wallet security, trading, investigating ICOs and
research and advanced Masternode setup protocols.
His devotion to KuBitx exchange as the Business/Investments Manager in North America and Ambassador
for the National Digital Asset Exchange (NDAX) in Calgary has created professional relationships with
leading altcoin developers around the world. Using a patented masternode setup application Alex and his
team have developed a proprietary system to assist the general public with a one-click node deployment
applications for all levels of users. Alex is excited to be part of the Liber T Token membership strategy and
build its expanding infrastructure, as represented in this Whitepaper.
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B r a d C a r r i g a n - Director / EWS
Brings more than 25 years of diversity in the political, financial, marketing, media and creative sectors, from
owning and building a financial securities consulting firm with over 50 employees and 35 million in annual
sales, to developing world class cross marketing strategies with Palmer Jarvis, Pepsi Canada, Molson’s, Lulu
Lemon, Disney Canada and Alliance Atlantis Cinema to name a few. He was also the founder of “Blue World
Lifestyle Multi - Media Corp”, a full spectrum wellness related Multi-media, production “network”.
Brad also created a Multi-million dollar environmental fundraising strategy for “Voices of the Wilderness”,
where he worked with first nations elders and tribal chiefs to create an environmental awareness music
festival that drew over 60,000 people, and allowed creation of the 1072 km Stein Valley Nlaka'pamux
Heritage provincial park in British Columbia, Canada.
As a Canadian recording artist with multiple CD releases, including the classic “I Wish It Was Christmas (all
year) - recorded with some of Canada’s Juno and Grammy winners, to promote “homeless awareness” . He
also wrote and performed in the world premiere of, Dancing in the Light, to extended ovations, at
Vancouver’s 3000 seat - QE Theatre, choreographed by Sandra Botnan of Cirque du Soleil fame.
In 2011, entering the world of Canadian politics, Brad represented the PC Party of Canada achieving the most
votes in the history of the party, while losing to the incumbent.
Brad has since given countless lectures on political, integrative health and wellness topics and has been
featured on various Radio and US cable TV Specials.
Currently, Brad is working with top professionals and tacticians to launch the Liber T token new wave
platform to benefit Canadians and the global nationalist movements, represented in this Whitepaper.

R o n a l d ( R o n ) M u l l e r - Director / Digital Advisor
He is a proven cross-cultural, multi-national executive with strong language and exceptional skills as an
innovator with deep grasp of technology. Change management, demand generation, digital operations and
team building across North America.
He is a sought after Digital advisor to fortune 500 and C- Suite, helping them to understand how to be
effective digital leaders as their companies go through digital transformation. Able to deliver best practice
processes that assure organizations are developing expected benefits and assuring that the benefits are
sustained.
Is a proven Board level digital and operational leader with strong commercial acumen and operational
success in driving aggressive digital platforms, programs, customer centric and marketing strategies across
multiple countries and regions.
Understands organizational environments and corporate cultures that deliver faster, more sustainable and
cyber secure programs that focus on efficiency and effectively transferring knowledge and expertise to the
consumer. Ron brings a strong corporate acumen to the Liber T token infrastructure.
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P a t r i c k C h a n / Advisory Council
Patrick is a Canadian real estate icon and national / international land developer. He is principle owner of
Fortress Realty Ltd. and chairman of a private holding company with over $200 million in investment funds,
from purchasing 4 star hotels turning losses to profits, and building international construction factories. He
has received letters of respect and recognition from mayors, provincial premier’s as well as the Queen of
England for his global philanthropic work and moral integrity. Patrick brings strong upper management
acumen to Liber T Token Inc. to advise and establish the EWS retreat properties and help develop it’s
mission and vision moving forward.
A l I s t a I r E w a r t / Director / IT
Alistair has an extensive background in technology / applications and was an integral force in the creation and
building of the “hedge coin” cryptocurrency and growing its market cap to over $300 million USD / it was and
is ranked number 32 in the world. Alistair also owned and built the largest social media engagement platform
in North America called Share Supplier.
His expanding love of technology has set him down the path of AI development, where he now sits as
President and CEO of Techy.ai a development firm with over 30 developers focused on AI development. His
desire to expand his horizon and use his expertise in technologies has brought him into the fold as a director
at Liber T token Inc to grow proof of concept and oversee technologies and grow a top tier market cap for
Liber T member token holders and to expand the global reach of the Liber T phone app “T Active”.

K a t h r y n M c k e r n a n / Advisory Council / EWS
Kathryn a master herbalist / has earned a compelling reputation over the years working with various social
conscious non – profits within the environmental, alternative and hemp business cultures. She is also well
known for her strong support of indigenous and sovereign rights, and has worked directly with first nation
communities, hereditary chiefs and leadership on numerous sovereign citizen, social conscious and
environmental projects.
Kathryn brings a steady and balanced perspective to the EWS with strong communication skills, and creative
and visionary insights.

L A W F I R M / M ACLEO D LAW / Calgary, Alberta / Canada –
Liber T token retained one of Canada’s top law-firms, specializing in crypro-currency. They have provided a
legal opinion that Liber T token is “not” a security and is a lawful fundraising vessel as per the whitepaper

S E C U R I T Y / CYBER SECURITY / US Based / Contract pending
Liber T has employed a top international cyber security firm, to protect our token mandate / our security
firm is based in the US and works in high end cyber security for government and private projects and truly is
a world class cyber security organization / due to our security the name will not be listed / but company
name will be released with a written request to Liber T token email.

CONCLUSION
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The Liber T token membership infrastructure is the future. It allows global membership with an unfiltered
information network. Golden opportunities do come our way as the life cycle moves forward. It is what we do with
these opportunities that will make the difference in the world where our children will live.
With the emerging popularity of eWallet platforms this creates a unique opportunity for the Liber T token to
exchange value across a decentralized network, incorporating technologies and benefits of other cryptocurrencies in
the ERC20 network. In order to build this decentralized WP infrastructure network, it requires not only a
blockchain well-suited for payments and interchange of issued tokens, but also a decentralized exchange which
supports these activities, as well as incentives around creating well-functioning liquidity pools.
Eventually the issued Liber T tokens may asymptotically get closer and closer to full decentralization (including
user-owned keys) which maximizes agency of the individual. This can be achieved by creating not only
transparency in the political process of payment inter-change, but also removing the ownership of the process itself
from a single trusted entity.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Compliance
The “Liber T token” will comply with guidelines set out in the Elections Act, the Societies Act, and CRA as follows:
Elections Canada
Anonymous Contributions of $20 or less can be accepted – Please note; All Liber T token memberships will stay under the (EC)
guidelines for anonymous donors, with remainder of membership fees donated to the non- profit Eternal Wellness Society
Donations to a Society
CRA “Paragraph 149(1)(l) provides an exemption from income tax for a “club, society, or association” that is not a charity and
that is organized and operated exclusively for social welfare, civic improvement, pleasure or recreation or for any other purpose
except profit. Society “borrowing powers”
18. (1) For the purpose of carrying out its objects, a society may borrow or raise or secure the payment of money in any manner
it thinks fit, and in particular by the issue of debentures. This allows funding by the Liber T token.
(2). The power of a society under subsection (1) shall be exercised only under the authority of the bylaws of the society and in
no case shall debentures be issued without the sanction of a special resolution of the society. RSA 1980 cS-18 s14
Negotiable instruments
19. For the purpose of carrying out its objects, a society may, subject to its bylaws, draw, make, accept, endorse, discount,
execute and issue promissory notes, bills of exchange and other negotiable or transferable instruments.
Limitation of liability of members
21. No member of a society is, in the member’s individual capacity, liable for a debt or liability of the society.
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“Not for Profit Issuer
A prospectus requirement does not apply to a distribution by an issuer that is organized exclusively for educational, benevolent, fraternal,
charitable, religious, or recreational purposes and not for profit in a security of its own issue if
(a) no part of the net earnings benefit any security holder of the issuer, and
(b) no commission or other remuneration is paid in connection with the sale of the security.”
Please Note: It is the sole responsibility of the token holder/members to report any personal applicable capitol gains to CRA or
their countries equivalent if any is forthcoming.

GLOSSARY
Blockchain
A distributed, tamper-proof database with metered access. The database is defined by a growing list of hash-linked blocks and can have any
rules for appending them.
State Channel
A relationship between two users recorded on the blockchain. It enables users to send aeon back and forth, and to create trustless smart
contracts between them that are enforced and settled by the blockchain.
\
Hash
A hash takes as input a binary of any size. It gives a fixed sized output. The same input always hashes to the same output. Given an output,
one cannot calculate the input.
Hashlocking
This is how we connect pairs of channels to make smart contracts that involve more than 2 people. A secret is referenced by its hash. When
the secret is revealed, it can update multiple channels at the same time.
Governance
A well-defined process of making decisions for the future protocol(s) of the blockchain.
Oracle
A mechanism that tells the blockchain facts about the world we live in. Using oracles, users can predict the outcome of events, external to the
blockchain system.
Value-Holder
A Liber T token user who owns a token.
Token registration
Loopring would adjust token; low trading volume will be eliminated and new popular token will be replaced. All the adjustments have to be
recorded on the smart contract

DISCLAIMER
The information in this document is subject to change or update without notice and should not be construed as a
c o m m i t m e n t b y L i b e r T t o k e n , E T E R N A L W E L L N E S S S O C I E T Y ministry o r t h e New Federation Party o f C A N A D A o r
ALBERTA. This document and parts thereof must not be reproduced or copied without written permission, and contents
thereof must not be imparted to a third party nor be used for any unauthorized purpose.

This document is a whitepaper setting out the current and future developments of the Liber T token Platform that
i n c l u d e s t h e New Federation Party / E t e r n a l W e l l n e s s S o c i e t y a n d t h e i r m a n d a t e s . T h i s p a p e r i s f o r i n f o r m a t i o n p u r p o s e s
only and is not a statement of future intent. Unless expressly specified otherwise, the information and or products and
innovations set out in this paper are currently under development and are not currently in deployment. Liber T token
makes no warranties or representations as to the successful development or implementation of such achievement of any
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other activities noted in the paper, and disclaims any warranties implied by law or otherwise, to the extent permitted by
law. No person is entitled to rely on the contents of this paper or any inferences drawn from it, including in relation to
any interactions with Liberty Coin Token or the funding beneficiaries mentioned in this paper. Liber T token disclaims
all liability for any loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not) which may arise from any person
acting on any information and opinions relating to Liber T token, the Liber T token Platform or the Liber T token system
contained in this paper or any information which is made available in connection with any further enquiries,
notwithstanding any negligence, default or lack of care.

The information contained in this publication is derived from data obtained from sources believed by Liber T token to be
reliable and is given in good faith, but no warranties or guarantees, representations are made by Liber T token with
regard to the accuracy, completeness or suitability of the information presented. It should not be relied upon, and shall
not confer rights or remedies upon you or any of your employees, creditors, holders of securities or other equity holders
or any other person. Any opinions expressed reflect the current judgment of the authors of this paper and do not
necessarily represent the opinion of the Liber T token management. The opinions reflected herein may change without
notice and the opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of the Liber T token management. Liber T token
management does not have an obligation to amend, modify, or update this paper or to otherwise notify a reader or
recipient thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth
herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. Liber T token management, its directors, employees, contractors and
representatives do not have any responsibility or liability to any person or recipient (whether by reason of negligence,
negligent misstatement or otherwise) arising from any statement, opinion or information, expressed or implied, arising
out of, contained in or derived from or omission from this paper. Neither the Liber T token management nor its advisors
has independently verified any of the information, including the forecasts, prospects and projections contained in this
paper. Each recipient is to rely solely on its own knowledge, investigation, judgment and assessment of the matters which
are the subject of this report and any information which is made available in connection with any further enquiries and to
satisfy itself as to the accuracy and completeness of such matters. Whilst every effort is made to ensure that statements
of facts made in this paper are accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, prospects, expressions of opinion and other
subjective judgments contained in this paper are based on assumptions considered to be reasonable as of the date of the
document in which they are contained and must not be construed as a representation that the matters referred to therein
will occur. Any plans, projections or forecasts mentioned in this paper may not be achieved due to multiple risk factors
including without limitation defects in technology developments, legal or regulatory exposure, market volatility, sector
volatility, corporate actions, or the unavailability of complete and accurate information. The Liber T token management
may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this paper, however the inclusion of a link does not imply
that Liber T token endorses, recommends or approves any material on the linked page or accessible from it. Such linked
websites are accessed entirely at your own risk. The Liber T token does not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such
material, nor for consequences of its use. This paper is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any
person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any province, state, country or other jurisdiction where such
distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. This paper is only available as a
Whitepaper and may not be redistributed, reproduced or passed on to any other person or published, in part or in whole,
for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of the Liberty Coin Token management. The manner of distributing
this paper may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries. Persons into whose possession this paper may come
are required to inform themselves about and to observe and abide by all laws pertaining to this document.

USE LIMITATIONS
All copyrights, trademarks, logos, service marks, trade names, or other intellectual property displayed on, or used in conjunction
with, this Whitepaper are proprietary to Liber T token © 2018 unless otherwise noted.
The content of this Whitepaper is protected by Liber T token Whitepaper © as applicable intellectual property ® copyright © law
and Liber T token / EWS reserves all rights with respect to intellectual property ownership of all material on this Whitepaper ¨
and will enforce such rights to the full extent permissible by law.
The information in this Whitepaper overview is intended for informational purposes only and is under no circumstance
to be construed as a public offering of securities. No Securities Commission or similar regulatory authority has reviewed this
Whitepaper and any representation to the contrary is an offence.
The information contained in this Whitepaper is drawn from resources believed to be reliable. The accuracy
and completeness of the information is not guaranteed, nor does the provider of the Whitepaper assume any liability.
Liber T token / EWS membership will not be liable for any decision made, action or inaction taken in reliance to information or
data in Liber T token Whitepaper and under no circumstances is information available on this Whitepaper to be construed as
investment advice or recommendations.
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Information provided is given as of the date appearing on this Whitepaper (WP) and Liber T token / Eternal Wellness Society /
WWNN association / New Federation Party of Canada / Alberta assumes no obligation to update the information or to advise on
further developments relating to this Whitepaper.
No part of this documentation may be copied, photocopied, reproduced, translated, microfilmed, or otherwise duplicated on any
medium without written consent of “Liber T token” management/ New Federation Party of Canada and Alberta/the Eternal
Wellness Society.

Copyright Liber T token Inc. © 2018 All rights reserved.
th

909 – 17 Avenue SW – Suite 400
Calgary Alberta Canada – T2T 0A4⏐
TM

Our "T" with a split down the middle represents both sides of a discussion / or issue as both
sides joining in the middle create the solution

Date of Publication / 1st draft
Date of final revisions of this

Whitepaper: JULY
Whitepaper: March 10th

1st , 2018
4th 2020

Please Note; all previous versions of this WP represented that changes could be
made for compliance and or to benefit token members, as such, earlier versions do
st
not apply” if” in conflict with this final December 31
2019 Whitepaper / as this
st
version and all updates made after July 1
2018, supersede all other versions/ with
st
any changes after July 1
2018 at the sole discretion of management, and will only
be made in the best interests of the token membership.

